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Let S be a rational projective algebraic surface, with at worst quotient singular
points but with no rational double singular points, such that IK ; 0 for someS
minimal positive integer I. If I s 2, we prove that the fundamental group p S y1
.  .Sing S is soluble of order F 256 Theorem 1 . If I G 3 or S has at worst rational
 . double singular points, then, in general, p S y Sing S is not finite remark to1
.Theorem 1 . Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Let S be a normal projective surface with at worst quotient singular
points equivalently, log terminal singular points in the sense of Kawamata
w x.and Kollar 6 over the complex numbers field C. S is a log EnriquesÂ
1 .surface if the irregularity h S, O s 0 and if a multiple IK of theS S
canonical divisor K is linearly equivalent to zero for a positive integer IS
w x12 . The smallest I such that IK ; 0 is called the index of S and isS
 .denoted by I S or simply by I.
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w xFor general results on log Enriques surfaces, we refer to 2, 12 . A log
Enriques surface can also appear as a base space of a fibration on a
w xterminal Calabi]Yau manifold 10 . Moreover, if X is a Fano threefold
with at worst log terminal singular points such that yK ; H for anX Q
ample Cartier divisor H, then H is very likely to be a log Enriques surface
w xof index equal to the Cartier index of X 13 .
Log Enriques surfaces S with at worst rational double singular points
are just usual K3 or Enriques surfaces with at worst rational double
singular points. For a general log Enriques surface S, if S9 ª S is the
resolution of all rational double singular points on S, then S9 is again a log
Enriques surface with the same index as S. So throughout the paper, when
we say S is a log Enriques surface, we mean that the following hypothesis
 .  .) is also assumed see remark after Theorem 1 .
 .) S is singular but has no rational double singular points.
In the present paper, we shall prove the following Theorems 1 and 2.
THEOREM 1. Let S be a log Enriques surface of index 2 and satisfying
 .  .  .hypothesis ) . Then the topological fundamental group p S y Sing S of1
the smooth part of S is a finite soluble group of order n n for some1 2
1 F n F 16.i
 .Remarks. 1 Consider the quotient space S of an abelian surface
modulo the involution whose resolution is a Kummer surface. Then S is a
log Enriques surface with 16 rational double singular points of Dynkin
 .type A as all of its singular points. Clearly, p S y Sing S is an infinite1 1
 .group. So we have to assume the hypothesis ) in Theorem 1.
 .2 There are log Enriques surfaces S of index 3 or 5 such that
 .  w xp S y Sing S is infinite cf. 12, Part I, Theorem 4.1 and Example 4.21
w x.and 2 . So the condition ``of index 2'' in Theorem 1 is necessary.
 .3 Let S be a log Enriques surface of index I. Then the relation
IK ; 0 gives rise to a Galois ZrIZ-covering p : T ª S, such that p isS
unramified over S y Sing S and T is either an abelian surface or a K3
surface with at worst rational double singular points. T is called the
canonical co¨ering of S. Clearly, we have
p S y Sing S rp T y Sing T ( ZrIZ. .  .1 1
 .4 When S, as in Theorem 1, has only a single singular point, then the
 . w xfiniteness of p S y Sing S is proved in 5, Sect. 2.2 .1
Let S be a log Enriques surface of index I. If there exists a contraction
S ª S of a single irreducible curve E on S with E l Sing S / f, such1
that IK ; 0 and S has at worst quotient singular points hence S isS 1 11
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.again a log Enriques surface of index I , then we have a surjective
w xhomomorphism 9
p S y Sing S ª p S y Sing S , .  .1 1 1 1
because we may think of S y Sing S with one smooth point deleted if1 1
.necessary as a Zariski open subset of S y Sing S. We say that S is a
minimal log Enriques surface when there is no such E on S.
In view of this, to prove Theorem 1, we may assume the following
hypothesis:
 .)) S is a minimal log Enriques surface.
Now Theorem 1 is a consequence of the following Theorem 2, which
follows from Propositions 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.
THEOREM 2. Let S be a log Enriques surface of index 2 satisfying the
 .  .abo¨e hypotheses ) and )) . Let T be the canonical double co¨ering of S
 .Remark 3 to Theorem 1 . Then we ha¨e:
 .  .1 p S y Sing S contains an abelian normal subgroup K of order1
 .F 16 such that p S y Sing S rK is cyclic of order equal to an integer1
 4d g 1, . . . , 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 .
 .2 Suppose that K is not cyclic. Then the case in Proposition 2.3 occurs.
 .Hence we can take K s p T y Sing T , d s 2, and there exists an elliptic1
fibration S ª P1.
 .  .3 Suppose that p T y Sing T is not an abelian group of order F 16.1
Then the second case in Proposition 4.1 occurs and hence we can take a cyclic
group as K.
COROLLARY 1. Let S be as in Theorem 1. Then there exist a K 3 surface U
with at worst cyclic rational double singular points and a finite soluble group G
of order F 256 acting on U freely outside a finite set of points, such that
S s UrG and U, with se¨eral points deleted, is the uni¨ ersal co¨ering of
S y Sing S.
COROLLARY 2. Let S be as in Theorem 1. Suppose further that S has only
 .a single singular point. Then p S y Sing S s Zr2Z pro¨ided that the1
canonical double co¨ering T of S has no singularity of Dynkin type A fork
k s 15, 17, or 19.
1. PRELIMINARIES
We begin with the following result.
LEMMA 1.1. E¨ery relati¨ ely minimal elliptic fibration on a smooth projec-
ti¨ e rational surface has at most one multiple fiber, and a multiple fiber is a
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multiple of either a smooth elliptic cur¨ e or a simple loop of P1's. E¨ery
 .elliptic fibration on a smooth K 3 surface is multiple-fiber free.
Proof. Of course, the multiplicity of a fiber F is defined as the gcd of1
coefficients of all irreducible components in F , and F is a multiple fiber1 1
if it has multiplicity G 2. Then Lemma 1.1 follows, modulo some known
facts on multiple fiber in an elliptic fibration, from the formula for the
canonical divisor on an elliptic surface and the fact that the Kodaira
 .  . wdimension of a rational surface resp. K3 surface is y` resp. 0 1,
xCorollary 12.3, p. 162 .
Now let S be as in Theorem 1. Let f : Z ª S be a minimal resolution of
y1 .singularities. Let D [ f Sing S be the reduced exceptional divisor.
Then S y Sing S s Z y D. For the reader's convenience, we give a direct
wproof of the following result 12, Part I, Proposition 1.3, Lemma 1.8, and its
xremark .
 .  .LEMMA 1.2. 1 0 s f * 2 K s 2 K q D.S Z
 .2 S is a rational surface.
 .  .3 E¨ery connected component of D is either a single y4 -cur¨ e or a
1  .linear chain of P 's with two y3 -cur¨ es as tip components and se¨eral
 .y2 -cur¨ es as middle components. Here a component D of D is a tip1
component if , by definition, D meets at most one component of D y D ,1 1
 .i.e., D ? D y D s 0, 1.1 1
 .  .4 Let c be the number of connected cmponents of D, i.e., c s a Sing S .
Then K 2 s yc F y1.Z
 .  .Proof. 1 Since 2 K is a trivial Cartier divisor, we have 0 s f * 2 KS S
 .s 2 K q D* , where 2 D* is an effective integral divisor with supportZ
contained in Supp D. Since every singular point of S is log terminal but
not canonical, every coefficient of D* is a rational number strictly between
w x0 and 1 6 . Thus D* s D because 2 D* is integral.
 . 1 .2 Since every singular point of S is rational, we have h Z, O sZ
1 .  .h S, O s 0. Moreover, Z has Kodaira dimension y` by 1 . So Z isS
rational by Castelnuovo's rationality theorem.
 .3 We first show the following:
Claim. Every connected component of D is a linear chain.
Suppose to the contrary that D is a connected component of D which is
 w x.not a linear chain. By the classification of quotient singularity cf. 3 , D
 .consists of a central component R and three twigs T i s 1, 2, 3 sproutingi
 .from R and one may assume that T is a single y2 -curve. So T is a tip1 1
 .  .component of D, i.e, T ? D y T s 1. This leads to 0 s T ? y2 K s1 1 1 Z
T ? D s y1, a contradiction. This proves the claim.1
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Let D be a connected component of D. By the claim, we can write
D s D q ??? qD , where D is irreducible and D ? D s 1. If n s 1,1 n i i iq1
 . 2  . then, by 1 and the genus formula, D s D ? D s D ? y2 K s y2 y2Z
2 .  .y D and hence D is a single y4 -curve.
Suppose n G 2. We can prove similarly that D2 s D2 s y3 and D2 s1 n i
y2 for i / 1, n.
 .  .  .4 follows from 1 and 3 . This completes the proof of Lemma 1.2.
Let p : T ª S be the canonical Galois double covering see Remark 3 to
.Theorem 1 defined by the relation 2 K ; 0. We shall give a proof of theS
w xfollowing result in 12, Part I, Sect. 2, Lemma 3.1 .
 .LEMMA 1.3. 1 p is unramified o¨er S y Sing S. Hence we ha¨e
p S y Sing S rp T y Sing T ( Zr2Z. .  .1 1
 .2 T is a K 3 surface with at worst cyclic rational double singular points.
 .3 Let P g Sing S and let n be the number of all irreducible components
y1 . of the connected component f P of D, which is a linear chain Lemma
. y1 .1.2 . Then Q [ p P is a single singular point of T. The local fundamental
 .  .group at P resp. at Q is cyclic of order 4n resp. 2n . Q is a rational double
y1 .point of Dynkin type A . Moreo¨er, Sing T s p Sing S .2 ny1
 .  . 4 For n defined in 2 , we ha¨e n F the number of irreducible compo-
.nents of D F 10 and n s 10 is attainable.
 .Proof. 1 is from the construction of p .
 .2 Note that T has at worst cyclic quotient singular points because so
does S. This, together with K ; 0, which is from the construction of p ,T
implies that T is either an abelian surface or a K3 surface with at worst
cyclic rational double singular points.
y1 .For each P g Sing S, Q [ p P is a subset of Sing T , for otherwise,
Q is a single smooth point and P has Zr2Z as its local fundamental group
 .G by 1 . This is impossible because G is cyclic of order 4n by LemmaP P
 .1.2 3 . In particular, T is not smooth. Hence T is a K3 surface with at
 .worst rational double singular points. This proves 2 .
 .  . y1 .3 Now to show 3 , we have only to show that Q [ p P is a single
point for every P g Sing S. If this assertion is not true, then Q is a union
of two points Q , Q such that the local fundamental group G at Q is1 2 Q ii
isomorphic to G . This is impossible because Q is a rational double pointP i
 .  .  .by 2 while P is not by Lemma 1.2 3 . This proves 3 .
 . w x4 is proved in 12, Part I, Example 3.2 and Theorem 3.69 . Since we will
not use it, we omit the proof here.
This completes the proof of Lemma 1.3.
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We quote the following result which follows from the simply connected-
ness of X and the negative definiteness of the exceptional divisor of a
w x  w x.resolution of singularities 7, Sect. 1 cf., e.g., 4, Lemma 1.4 .
LEMMA 1.4. Let X be a normal projecti¨ e surface such that the resolution
of singularities of X is either a rational surface or a K 3 surface. Then
 .H X y Sing X, Z is finite.1
The following Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6 will be used in the proofs of
Proposition 4.1 and Corollaries 1 and 3.
LEMMA 1.5. Let Y be a K 3 surface with at worst rational double singular
points. Let X be a normal surface and let h: X ª Y be a finite morphism
 .unramified o¨er Y y Sing Y. Suppose that p Y y Sing Y is finite. Then X is1
a K 3 surface with at worst rational double singular points.
Proof. Note that X has at worst rational double singular points be-
cause so does Y. By the hypothesis on h, we have K s h*K ; 0. So toX Y
 .finish the proof, we have only to show that q X s 0.
 .  .Suppose q X / 0. Then X is an abelian surface and hence p X and1
 y1 ..  .p X y h Sing Y are infinite. Thus, p Y y Sing Y is infinite by the1 1
 .hypothesis on h. We reach a contradiction. So q X s 0 and Lemma 1.5 is
proved.
LEMMA 1.6. Let Y be a K 3 surface with at worst cyclic rational double
singular points. Let X be a normal surface and let h: X ª Y be a Galois
ZrpZ-co¨ering unramified o¨er Y y Sing Y, where p is a prime. Suppose that
 .p Y y Sing Y is finite. Then the sum of the orders of local fundamental1
 .  .groups at all singular points of Y is at least 24 pr p q 1 G 16 .
 .Proof. Let y , . . . , y be all cyclic singular points on Y, at which the1 r
local fundamental groups are, respectively, isomorphic to C , . . . ,n , n y11 1w xC of order n , . . . , n in Brieskorn's notation 3 . Since deg h isn , n y1 1 rr r y1 .prime, we may assume that for i s 1, . . . , k, x [ h y is a single pointi i
 .and hence a possible singularity with local fundamental group isomorphic
to C , and for j s k q 1, . . . , r, h is unramified over y .n r p, n r py1 ji i
By Lemma 1.5, X is also a K3 surface with at worst rational double
 .singular points. Note that the Euler number of a smooth K3 surface is 24
and the Euler number of the exceptional divisor of the resolution of the
 .  .singularity x resp. y is n rp resp. n for i s 1, . . . , k. Now thei i i i
 4  4unramifiedness of X y x , . . . , x ª Y y y , . . . , y implies1 k 1 k
24 y n q ??? qn rp s p 24 y n q ??? qn . .  . .1 k 1 k
 . rSo n [ n q ??? qn s 24 pr p q 1 G 16. Since  n G n, Lemma 1.61 k is1 i
follows.
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w xThe following lemma is proved in 8 and is needed in the proofs of
Lemma 1.8 and Proposition 1.9 below.
 .LEMMA 1.7. Let X be a smooth K 3 surface. Let G be an abelian
subgroup of the automorphism group of X such that e¨ery element of G
induces the identity on the space of holomorphic 2-forms. Then G is one of the
following:
[kZr2Z 0 F k F 4 ; Zr4Z; Zr2Z [ Zr4Z; .  .
[2 [2Zr4Z ; Zr8Z; Zr3Z; Zr3Z ; .  .
Zr5Z; Zr7Z; Zr6Z; Zr2Z [ Zr6Z.
We now prepare some notations needed in the following two results,
which will be used in proving Theorem 2 and Corollary 1.
 .Let S be as in Theorem 1. Suppose that p S y Sing S is finite. Let1
U 0 ª S y Sing S be the universal covering. Then we can extend this map
to a finite Galois morphism U ª S such that U y U o is a finite set and
 .p S y Sing S acts on U faithfully with S as its quotient. If further there1
exists a finite Galois covering Y ª S unramified over S y Sing S, then
 .  .  .p Y y Sing Y is normal in p S y Sing S and Y s Urp Y y Sing Y ,1 1 1
  .  ..S s Yr p S y Sing S rp Y y Sing Y .1 1
 .LEMMA 1.8. Let S be as in Theorem 1. Suppose that p S y Sing S is1
finite. Then U, as defined abo¨e, is a K 3 surface with at worst cyclic rational
 .double singular points, and p S y Sing S acts on U freely outside a finite1
set, with S as its quotient.
Proof. We have only to show that U is a K3 surface with at worst cyclic
rational double singular points. Let T ª S be the canonical Galois double
covering which is unramified over S y Sing S Remark 3 to Theorem 1 in
.  .  .the Introduction . Then p T y Sing T is normal in p S y Sing S of1 1
 .  .index 2 and T s Urp T y Sing T . In particular, p T y Sing T is finite.1 1
Now Lemma 1.8 follows by applying Lemma 1.5 to U ª T and by noting
 .that T has only cyclic rational double singular points Lemma 1.3 .
In Proposition 1.9 below, a log Enriques surface is not assumed to satisfy
 .the hypothesis ) in the Introduction.
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let S be a log Enriques surface of index 2. Let Y ª S
be a finite Galois co¨ering unramified o¨er S y Sing S. Suppose that p S y1
.Sing S is finite. Then we ha¨e:
 .1 Y is a log Enriques surface of index 1 or 2. If Y has index 1, then Y is
a K 3 surface with at worst rational double singular points.
 .2 If either of the quotient maps Y ª S and U ª Y is cyclic of order n,
 4then n g 1, . . . , 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 .
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Proof. Since 2 K ; 0 and S has only quotient singular points, theS
 .  .same holds true for Y. To prove 1 , we have only to show that q Y s 0.
 .This can be proved similarly as in Lemma 1.5. Indeed, if q Y G 1, then Y
 .  .  .is smooth abelian or hyperelliptic and hence p Y and p S y Sing S1 1
are infinite.
 .Now we shall show 2 . Let p : T ª S be the canonical double covering.
Let X [ T = Y. Note that the projections X ª T and X ª Y areS
unramified over smooth points by the conditions on Y ª S and T ª S,
and that the second projection has degree 2. So either X is irreducible or
X has two irreducible components X and X such that the involution on1 2
X induced from the one on T maps X to X .1 2
Suppose first that X is irreducible. Replacing X by its normalization if
necessary, we may assume that X is normal. Applying Lemma 1.5 to
X ª T , X is a K3 surface with at worst rational double singular points.
 .  . The faithful action of H [ p S y Sing S rp Y y Sing Y on Y with S1 1
.as its quotient induces a faithful action of H on X such that T s XrH.
Since K ; 0, H fixes a nonzero holomorphic 2-form on X. Now H isT
< <classified in Lemma 1.7 when H is abelian. In particular, we have H F 8
if H is cyclic, i.e., if Y ª S is a cyclic covering. We have proved the first
 .half of 2 when X is irreducible.
Since T and Y are unramified over S outside a finite set, i.e,. Sing S, the
natural composite of finite morphisms X ª T ª S is unramified outside a
finite subset of S. Hence it is unramified over S y Sing S by the purity of
branch loci. So there exists a finite Galois covering U ª X unramified
 .over X y Sing X so that X s Urp X y Sing X . Clearly, the composite1
 .of the map U ª X and the degree 2 projection X ª Y is the natural
 .  .Galois covering U ª Y. So p X y Sing X is an index 2 normal sub-1
 .group of p Y y Sing Y such that1
X s Urp X y Sing X , Y s Xr p Y y Sing Y rp X y Sing X . .  .  . .1 1 1
Applying Lemma 1.5 to the natural maps X ª T and U ª T , we see
 .that U and X s Urp X y Sing X are all K3 surfaces with at worst1
 .rational double singular points. So the degree of p X y Sing X , when it1
 .is cyclic, is bounded by 8 Lemma 1.7 . In particular, if U ª Y is cyclic, i.e,
 .  .if p Y y Sing Y is cyclic, then p X y Sing X is cyclic of degree k F 8.1 1
 .  .Since deg U ª Y s 2 deg U ª X s 2k, we have proved the second half
 .of 2 when X is irreducible.
Next we consider the case where X s X j X . Note that Y is the1 2
normalization of X for i s 1, 2. So, we get a composite finite morphismi
Y ª X ª X ª T. Clearly, this composite is unramified over T y Sing T1
because so is s : Y ª S restricted over S y Sing S. We see also that the
composite Y ª T ª S is nothing but the given map Y ª S. Applying
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Lemma 1.5 to Y ª T and U ª T , we see that Y and U are all K3 surfaces
with at worst rational double singular points.
If Y ª S is cyclic Galois, then Y ª T is cyclic Galois of degree k for
 .  .some k F 8 by Lemmas 1.5 and 1.7. Since deg Y ª S s 2 deg Y ª T s
 .2k, the first half of 2 follows.
When the covering U ª Y is cyclic, then its degree is bounded by 8 by
 .Lemma 1.7. This proves the second half of 2 . Thus we have completed
the proof of Proposition 1.9.
2. AN ELLIPTIC FIBRATION ON S
y1 .Let S be as in Theorem 1 and let f : Z ª S and D [ f Sing S be as
 . in Section 1. Note that E ? D s 2 for every y1 -curve E on Z Lemma
 ..  .1.2 1 . If there is a y1 -curve E on Z such that E meets two tip
components of D from two different connected components of D, we let
 .s : Z ª Z be the contraction of E. Then 2 K q s D ; 0. Moreover,1 Z1
 .each connected component of s D has the same weighted graph as those
 .of D in Lemma 1.2. Let f : Z ª S be the contraction of s D . Then S1 1 1 1
 .is again a log Enriques surface of index 2 satisfying the hypothesis ) in
the Introduction.
In the sense of the definition in the Introduction, the existence of such
 .curve f E on S implies that S is not a minimal log Enriques surface. By
 .using Lemma 1.2 1 , it is easy to see that the converse is also true in the
present index 2 case, i.e, the nonminimality of S will imply the existence of
 .a y1 -curve E on Z meeting two tip components of D coming from two
different connected components of D. In other words, when S has index 2,
 .  .the following hypothesis ))9 is equivalent to the hypothesis )) in the
Introduction.
 .  .))9 No y1 -cur¨ e on Z meets two tip components of D coming from
two different connected components of D.
From now on, until the end of the paper, we shall always assume the
 .  .hypothesis )) in the Introduction or equivalently the hypothesis ))9
above.
LEMMA 2.1. Let w : Z ª P1 be an elliptic fibration such that D is
contained in fibers. Then each singular fiber S of w containing at least one1
component of D has one of the following configurations, where E 's arei
 .y1 -cur¨ es, B 's are linear chains and also connected components of Di
 .Lemma 1.2 , and E ? D s 2.i
 .1 B y y E .1 1
 .S is a simple loop. E meets only tip component s of B trans¨ ersally with1 1 1
E ? B s 2.1 1
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 .2 B y y E .1 1
 .B is a single y4 -cur¨ e. E l B is a single point with E ? B s 2.1 1 1 1 1
 .3 B y y E .1 1
 .B consists of two y3 -cur¨ es. E passes through the intersection point of B1 1 1
with E ? B s 2.1 1
 .4 B y y E y y B .1 1 2
 .S is of normal crossing. B is a single y4 -cur¨ e and B consists of two1 1 2
 .  .y3 -cur¨ es as tip components and one y2 -cur¨ e as the only middle
 .component. E meets B and the middle y2 -cur¨ e in B .1 1 2
Proof. By the hypothesis, S contains an irrreducible component C of1 1
D and hence the connected component of D containing C . We may1
assume that C is a tip component of D and hence C 2 s y3, y4 by1 1
 .Lemma 1.2 2 .
 .So S is not minimal, i.e., S contains a y1 -curve E. Since 2 K q D ;1 1 Z
0 and D is contained in fibers, S contains irreducible components1
D , . . . ,D such that E ? D G 1, E ? r D s E ? D s 2.1 r i is1 i
If E q D q ??? qD is not a normal crossing divisor, then, by Kodaira's1 r
classification of singular fibers of a relatively minimal elliptic fibration and
 .  .  .by Lemma 1.2 2 , we see easily that case 2 or 3 occurs.
So we may assume that E q D q ??? qD is a normal crossing divisor.1 r
In particular, we have either r s 1 and E ? D s 2, or r s 2, E ? D s1 1
E ? D s 1, and E l D l D s f.2 1 2
If r s 1, or r s 2 and D and D are contained in one and the same1 2
 .connected component of D, then we can see, by the reasoning for case 2
 .  .or 3 above, that case 1 occurs.
Thus we may assume that D and D belong to different connected1 2
 .components of D. By the hypothesis ) , we may assume that D is not a2
2   .. 2tip component of D and hence D s y2 Lemma 1.2 2 . So D F y3,2 1
for otherwise D2 s y2 and S contains a degenerate fiber 2 E q D q D1 1 1 2
of a P1-fibration, which is impossible.
2   ..Now D s y3, y4 and D is a tip component of D Lemma 1.2 2 . By1 1
considering the smooth contraction of E, D on Z, we can see that case2
 .4 occurs.
This proves Lemma 2.1.
Assume the hypothesis in Lemma 2.1. Then w induces elliptic fibrations
1 1w : S ª P and c : T ª P . By Lemma 1.1, if S is a singular fiber of w as1
 .  .  .in cases 1 ] 4 of Lemma 2.1, then one can easily check that p *f S s1
2T for a singular fiber T of c and T is, respectively, equal to1 1 1
p *f E , p *f E , p *f E , 2p * f E . .  .  .  . .1 1 1 1
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Now the following result follows from the above description and Lemma
1.1, where by a multiple fiber we mean the gcd called the multiplicity of
.the fiber of coefficients of all irreducible components in the fiber is at
least 2.
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume the hypothesis in Lemma 2.1 and the abo¨e
1notation. Then a fiber T of the elliptic fibration c : T ª P is a multiple fiber1
1 .if and only if it lies o¨er a singular fiber f S of w : S ª P such that S is as1 1
 .  .in case 4 of Lemma 2.1. In this case T s 2p *f E and T has multiplic-1 1 1
ity 2.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume the hypothesis in Lemma 2.1. Then
 .p T y Sing T is abelian of order F 16. Hence Theorem 2 is true with K s1
 .p T y Sing T .1
Proof. Let S , . . . , S be all singular fibers of w : Z ª P1 each of which1 r
 .  .is as described in case 4 of Lemma 2.1. Then T [ 1r2p *f S si i
1 .  .2p *f E i s 1, . . . , r are only multiple fibers of c : T ª P and each Ti i
 .  .has multiplicity 2 Corollary 2.2 . Here E is the unique y1 -curve in S .i i
Let S , . . . , S be all singular fibers of w containing at least onerq1 n
 .  .component of D but not of case 4 in Lemma 2.1. Then a Sing S s n q r.
 .Let s : Z ª Z be the smooth contraction of all n y1 -curves E in Sm j j
 .  .  . 2j s 1, . . . , n and r y2 -curves in S i s 1, . . . , r . Then K s 0i Zm
 . 1Lemma 1.2 . So, the elliptic fibration w : Z ª P induced from w ism m
relatively minimal.
Claim 1. For all i s 1, 2, . . . , n, S is not a multiple fiber of w.i
Suppose S has multiplicity m G 2. Then, by Lemma 1.1, S is of case1 1 1
 .  .1 in Lemma 1.5 and s S is the unique multiple fiber of w . By the1 m
w xcanonical divisor formula in 1, Corollary 12.3, p. 162 , we have K ; yZ Qm
 .  .1rm s S . On the other hand, K ; y 1r2s#D s y1r2s 1rm S1 1 Z Q 1 1m
 .  .  .y 1r2s S q ??? qS ; y1r2 1rm q n y 1 s S . So 1rm s2 n 1 1 1
 .1r2 1rm q n y 1 and 1rm s n y 1. This is a contradiction. Thus,1 1
Claim 1 is true.
Claim 2. We have n F 2. In particular, Sing S is contained in one or
1two fibers of w : S ª P .
 .  .Note that Sing S is contained in fibers f S , . . . , f S , so the second1 n
assertion of Claim 2 follows from the first.
Suppose first that there exists a multiple fiber S of w of multiplicitya
 .m . By Claim 1, S / S i s 1, . . . , n . As in Claim 1, we have y1ra a i
 .  .  .m s S ; K ; y 1r2s# D s y1r2s S q ??? qS ; ya a Q Z Q 1 n Qm
 .nr2s S . So n s 1 and m s 2.a a
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Suppose now that there are no multiple fibers of w. Then the canonical
 .  .divisor formula again implies that ys S ; K ; y nr2s S . So1 Z Q 1m
n s 2. Claim 2 is proved.
wConsider first the case where r F 1. Applying Corollary 2.2 and 9,
xLemma 1.5 to the restriction elliptic fibration c : T y T ª C, we have1
the following exact sequence, where T is a general fiber of this restrictionb
1map and also a general fiber of c : T ª P :
Z = Z s p T ª p T y Sing T y T ª p C s 1 . .  .  . .1 b 1 1 1
 .  .Thus, p T y Sing T y T is abelian. Hence G [ p T y Sing T is1 1 1
 .abelian and finite Lemma 1.4 .
Let U ª T be the finite Galois covering which extends the universal
covering of T y Sing T. Then G acts on U with T as its quotient. By
Lemma 1.5, U is a K3 surface with at worst rational double singular points.
Since K ; 0, G acts trivially on a nonzero holomorphic 2-form of U. SuchT
an abelian group G is classified in Lemma 1.7. In particular, we have
< <G F 16. So Proposition 2.3 holds true in the present case.
Now we consider the case where r G 2. Then n s r s 2 by Claim 2. So
D has exactly four connected components, two each in S for i s 1, 2, andi
1 .each singular fiber f S of w : S ª P contains two singular points s , si i, 1 i, 2
1of S. Now the singular fiber T of c : T ª P contains two singular pointsi
y1 . y1 . t s p s , t [ p s of T of Dynkin types A and A Lem-i, 1 i, 1 i, 2 i, 2 1 5
.mas 1.3 and 2.1 . To finish the proof of Proposition 2.3, we need only to
prove the following:
 .Claim 3. p T y Sing T s Zr2Z.1
Consider the relation
0 ; 2T y T q T s 2 T y p *f E y p *f E \ 2 L. .  .  . .b 1 2 b 1 2
Note that L is not a Cartier divisor. So the relation 2 L ; 0 gives rise to a
double covering « : V ª T such that V is normal and unramified over
 .T y Sing T where L is Cartier . Moreover,
p T y Sing T rp V y Sing V s Zr2Z. .  .1 1
1Note that c : T ª P induces an elliptic fibration h: V ª B such that
«*T s 2V for a reduced fiber V of h, and h is multiple-fiber free.i i i
y1 . y1 .We see that « t is a single smooth point and ¨ [ « t is ai, 1 i, 2 i, 2
 .single rational double point of Dynkin type A , for i s 1, 2. ¨ i s 1, 22 i, 2
 .are only singular points of V. Since K s «* K s 0, V is a K3 surfaceV T
 . 1with two rational double singular points. In particular, B s h V s P .
w xNow applying 9, Lemma 1.5 , we can get, as in the case r F 1, the finite
 .abelianness of p V y Sing V .1
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 .Suppose Claim 3 is false, i.e., the group p V y Sing V is not trivial.1
Then this group contains a normal subgroup of index equal to a prime p
because it is finite abelian. By Lemma 1.6, the sum of orders of local
fundamental groups at all singular points on V is at least 16. However, this
sum is actually equal to 6, because ¨ and ¨ are only singular points on12 22
V. We reach a contradiction. So Claim 3 is true. The proof of Proposition
2.3 is also completed.
 .3. THE EXISTENCE OF A NICE y1 -CURVE
y1 .Let S be as in Theorem 2. Let f : Z ª S and D [ f Sing S be as in
w xSection 1. We prove first the following proposition, which is proved in 5
when S has only one singular point.
 .PROPOSITION 3.1. There exists a y1 -cur¨ e E on Z such that E meets a
tip component of D.
Proof. Consider the set of all components of D each of which meets at
 .least one y1 -curve. Let D be a component in this set such that D ,a a
 .which of course meets a y1 -curve E, has the shortest distance a to a tip
component of D. Let D q ??? qD q ??? qD be the ordered linear chain1 a r
 .and also a connected component of D Lemma 1.2 . The choice of Da
implies the following:
No y1 -curve on Z meets D q ??? qD if a G 2. . 1 ay1
If D is a tip, i.e., if a s 1, we are done. Assume that D is not a tip, i.e.,a a
a G 2. We are going to get a contradiction to the above observation. If E
 .does not meet any tip component of D otherwise we are done , one of the
following cases occurs because E ? D s 2.
Case 1. E ? D s 2, where 2 F a F r y 1.a
Case 2. E l D l D is a single point and 2 F a F r y 2. We willa aq1
denote b s a q 1 in the argument below.
Case 3. E ? D s E ? D s 1, where 2 F a F b y 1 F r y 2.a b
Case 4. E ? D s E ? B s 1, where 2 F a F r y 1. B is not a tipa b b
component of D, and B is a component of a connected component of Db
not containing D .a
We consider first Cases 1, 2, and 3. Let t : X ª Z be the blowing-ups of
two points D l D and D l D , where b [ a in Case 1. Letay1 a b bq1
y1 . y1 .F [ t D l D and F [ t D l D be two t-exceptional1 ay1 a 2 b bq1
 .  b .y1 -curves on X. Let S [ t 9 2 E q  D . Clearly, S has the type of0 isa i 0
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a fiber in an elliptic fibration and the contraction of t 9E will make S into0
the type of a fiber in a relatively minimal elliptic fibration.
  ..We note also that 2 K q t 9D ; 0 Lemma 1.2 1 .X
LEMMA 3.2. There exists an elliptic fibration w : X ª P1 such that S is a0
fiber of w, that t 9D is contained in fibers, and that F and F are cross1 2
sections.
Proof. It suffices to show that there exists an elliptic fibration on X
with S as its fiber. Then the rest of Lemma 3.2 follows from the0
construction of t .
The canonical Galois double covering p : T ª S associated with the
relation 2 K ; 0 induces a Galois double covering p : Y ª X ramifiedÄS
exactly over t 9D. Note that Y has a singularity of type A over each1
intersection point of t 9D. The resolution of these A type singularities will1
 . w xproduce a smooth K3 surface 12, Part I, Sect. 3 . Applying the Rie-
 .mann]Roch theorem, we see that p * S is twice of a fiber of an ellipticÄ 0
 .fibration on Y cf. Lemma 1.1 . This elliptic fibration will induce the
required elliptic fibration w on X. Lemma 3.2 is proved.
Let us continue the proof of Proposition 3.1 in Cases 1, 2, and 3. Let S1
be the singular fiber of the elliptic fibration w : X ª P1 containing
 .t 9 D q ??? qD . Let F be a component in S but not in t 9D with1 ay1 1
 .F ? t 9 D q ??? qD G 1. Since 2 K q t 9D ; 0, which follows from1 ay1 X
Lemma 1.2, we have F ? K F y1. This together with F 2 F y1, becauseX
of the negative semidefiniteness of singular fibers, implies that F is a
 .y1 -curve. Now to get a contradiction to the minimality of a and
therefore to conclude Proposition 3.1 in Cases 1, 2, and 3, we have only to
show the following:
 .  .  .  .Claim. t F is a y1 -curve on Z with t F ? D q ??? qD ) 0.1 ay1
To prove the claim, it suffices to show that F does not meet either of
 .two exceptional curves F and F of t . Note that F ? t 9D s F ? y2 K1 2 X
s 2 and t 9D is contained in fibers of w. So F has multiplicity at least 2 in
the fiber S . On the other hand, F and F are cross sections of w Lemma1 1 2
.  .3.2 . So it is impossible for F i s 1, 2 to meet F.i
The claim is proved. This also completes the proof of Proposition 3.1 in
Cases 1, 2, and 3.
Next we shall prove Proposition 3.1 in Case 4. Let D q ??? qD1 a
q ??? qD and B q ??? qB q ??? qB be ordered linear chains, whichr 1 b s
 .form connected components of D Lemma 1.2 . By the choice of D , onea
2 2 has a G 2, r G a q 1, b G 2, and s G b q 1. So D s B s y2 Lemmaa b
. 1 11.2 . Let S [ 2 E q D q B and let w : Z ª P be the P -fibration with0 a b
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S as its fiber. Then D , D , B , and B are cross sections and all0 ay1 aq1 by1 bq1
other components of D are contained in fibers of w.
 .If a G 3, then, as in the previous cases, we can find a y1 -curve F in
 .the fiber of w containing D q ??? qD such that F ? D q ??? qD1 ay2 1 ay2
G 1 and reach a contradiction to the minimality of a.
2  .So one may assume that a s 2. Since K - 6 Lemma 1.2 , there is aZ
singular fiber S of w other than S . Now the cross section D , which is1 0 1
also a tip of D, meets a curve F in S but not in D. As in previous cases,1
 .we see that F is a y1 -curve with F ? D G 1. This is again a contra-1
diction to the minimality of a. Proposition 3.1 is thus proved also in this
Case 4.
We have finished the proof of Proposition 3.1 in all cases.
4. PROOFS OF THEOREM 2 AND ITS COROLLARIES
y1 .Let S be as in Theorem 2. Let f : Z ª S and D [ f Sing S be as in
Section 1. Now we can prove Theorem 2 in the Introduction, which will
follow from Propositions 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 below.
 .By Proposition 3.1, there exists a y1 -curve E on Z such that E meets
a tip component D of D. We fix such a curve E. Let D q ??? qD be the1 1 r
ordered linear chain which is also a connected component of D Lemma
.  .1.2 . We first consider the case where E ? D q ??? qD s E ? D s 2.1 r
Then, as in Proposition 3.1, one of the following cases occurs:
Case 1a. E ? D s 2 and E l D consists of two distinct points.1 1
Case 1b. E ? D s 2 and E l D consists of a single point.1 1
Case 2. r G 2 and E l D l D is a single point P.1 2
Case 3. E ? D s E ? D s 1, where 2 F b F r.1 b
PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume that Case 1a or Case 3 occurs. Then either the
case in Proposition 2.3 occurs or there exists a Galois ZrdZ-co¨ering Y ª S
 .unramified o¨er S y Sing S such that p Y y Sing Y is cyclic of order k,1
 4where d and k are integers in 1, . . . , 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 . Hence Theorem 2 is
 .true and we can take K [ p Y y Sing Y in the latter case.1
 .Proof. Let p, q be two distinct points of E l D q ??? qD . We may1 r
 .assume p g D , q g D , where 1 F b F r and b s 1 resp. b G 2 in Case1 b
 .1a resp. Case 3 . If b s r, then, as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, there exists
an elliptic fibration w : Z ª P1 such that S [ 2 E q D q ??? qD is a0 1 r
fiber of w. Now D is contained in fibers of w and the case in Proposition
2.3 occurs.
 .So we may assume that b F r y 1. Then E q D q ??? qD has Iitaka1 r
w x w xdimension 2. We shall use the same idea as in 4, Part I, Sect. 4 or 5 .
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 . Let V resp. V be a suitable open neighbourhood of E resp. D1 2 1
.  .  .q ??? qD in Z. Then V y D l V y D is a disjoint union N j Nr 1 2 1 2
 .   ..so that p N resp. p N is infinite cyclic and generated by the loop g1 1 1 2 1
 .  .resp. g in E around the point E l D resp. E l D .2 1 b
 .Clearly, p V y D is infinite cyclic and generated by g or g with1 1 1 2
w x  .g g s 1. By Mumford's presentation 7 , p V y D is finite cyclic of1 2 1 2
order 4 r and generated by an element g coming from the loop g . Then1 1
 . tthe element g in p V y D coming from g can be written as g s g2 1 2 2 2 1
for some t G 0.
w x  .  .Now applying 11, Proposition 2.1 to V y D j V y D , we see that1 2
 .p V j V y D is the free product1 1 2
p V y D )p V y D )Zu .  .1 1 1 2
modulo the relations
g s g , uy1gy1 u s g t .1 1 1 1
 .Here Zu is an infinite cyclic group with generator u. So p V j V y D1 1 2
 :is generated by g and u, and g is a normal subgroup. Thus, we have an1 1
exact sequence
1 ª p V y D ª p V j V y D ª Z ª 1 . .  .  .  .1 2 1 1 2
 .On the other hand, since E q D q ??? qD has Iitaka dimension 2, we1 r
w xhave the exact sequence 9, Corollary 2.3
p V j V y D ª p Z y D ª 1 . .  .  .1 1 2 1
Let K be the kernel of this homomorphism. Then the above two exact
sequences imply
p V j V y D r K ? p V y D ( ZrdZ .  . .1 1 2 1 2
for some d G 0, and hence
p Z y D rH ( ZrdZ. .1
  ..  .Here H [ K ? p V y D rK is a surjective image of p V y D and1 2 1 2
hence finite cyclic of order dividing 4 r. By Lemma 1.4, d G 1. Hence
 .p S y Sing S , where S y Sing S s Z y D, is finite of order equal to1
< <d H .
Let s : Y ª S be the Galois ZrdZ-covering unramified over S y Sing S
for a normal surface Y, which corresponds to the isomorphism p S y1
.  y1 .. y1 .Sing S rH ( ZrdZ. So p Y y s Sing S s H. Since Y y s Sing S1
is obtained from Y y Sing Y by deleting several smooth points, we have
 .p Y y Sing Y s H. In view of Proposition 1.9, we have Y s UrH, and1
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 . < <  .  4d s deg Y ª S , H s deg U ª Y are integers in 1, . . . , 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 .
This proves Proposition 4.1.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Assume that Case 1b or Case 2 stated before Proposi-
tion 4.1 occurs. Then either the case in Proposition 2.3 occurs or p S y1
.  4Sing S is finite cyclic of order equal to an integer d g 1, . . . , 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 .
Hence Theorem 2 is true and we can take K s 1 in the latter case.
Proof. If r s 1 in Case 1b or r s 2 in Case 2, then, as in the proof of
Proposition 4.1, the case in Proposition 2.3 occurs. So we may assume that
 .r G 2 in Case 1b and r G 3 in Case 2. Then E q D q ??? qD has Iitaka1 r
dimension 2.
We consider first Case 2. Case 1b is similar. Actually, after blowing up
E l D , the configuration of E q D q ??? qD in Case 1b will be changed1 1 r
to one similar to Case 2.
Let t : X ª Z be the blowing-up of the point E l D l D and let F1 2
 . Xbe the t-exceptional y1 -curve on X. Let E9 [ t 9E, D [ t 9D . Theni i
 . X Xt * E q D q ??? qD s E9 q F q D q ??? qD is of normal crossing1 r red 1 r
w xand has Iitaka dimension 2. By 9, Corollary 2.3 , there exists a surjective
homomorphism
p V y ty1D ª p S y Sing S , .  .1 1
y1 .where V is an open neighbourhood of t E q D q ??? qD in X and1 r
S y Sing S s Z y D s X y ty1D.
w x By Mumford's presentation 7 and by Van Kampen's theorem, p V y1
y1 .t D is a factor group of the local fundamental group at the singular
 y1 ..  .point ft t D q ??? qD s f D q ??? qD on S, and the latter is1 r 1 r
cyclic of order 4 r and generated by the loop g around the tip component1
X y1 .  .D of t D q ??? qD . So p S y Sing S , as a homomorphic image of1 1 r 1
 y1 .p V y t D , is finite cyclic of order dividing 4 r. Now Proposition 4.21
follows from Proposition 1.9, where Y s S.
Remark. In Case 2, by using the fact that t 9E y ty1D is equal to A1
 .and hence contractible, we can prove that p S y Sing S is a subgroup of1
 .  .Zr4Z. In Case 2b, by using E, we can prove that p S y Sing S s 1 .1
 .PROPOSITION 4.3. Assume that there exists a y1 -cur¨ e E on Z such that
E meets two components D and B from two different connected components1 b
of D such that D is a tip component of D. Then either the case in Proposition1
 .2.3 occurs or p S y Sing S is finite cyclic of order equal to some d g1
 41, . . . , 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 . Hence Theorem 2 is true and we can take K s 1 in
the latter case.
Proof. Let D q ??? qD and B q ??? qB q ??? qB be two ordered1 r 1 b s
 .linear chains which are also connected components of D Lemma 1.2 . By
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 .the hypothesis ))9 , 2 F b F s y 1. If r s 1 and s s 3, then b s 2 and
we let S [ 4E q D q B q 3B q B . As in the proof of Lemma 3.2,0 1 1 2 3
there is an elliptic fibration w : Z ª P1 with S as a fiber. Now D is0
contained in fibers of w and the case in Proposition 2.3 occurs.
 .So we may assume that either r G 2 or s G 4. Then E q D q ??? qD1 r
 . w xq B q ??? qB has Iitaka dimension 2. Now by 9, Corollary 2.3 , we1 s
have a surjective homomorphism
p V y D ª p S y Sing S , .  .1 1
where S y Sing S s Z y D and V is any open neighbourhood of E q D1
.  .q ??? qD q B q ??? qB in Z. Now Proposition 4.3 follows from ther 1 s
following claim and Proposition 1.9, where Y s S.
 .Claim. Let V resp. V be a suitable open neighbourhood of D1 2 1
 .  .q ??? qD resp. E q B q ??? qB in Z. Then p V j V y D is finiter 1 s 1 1 2
cyclic of order dividing 4 s.
w x  .Applying Mumford's presentation 7 , we see that p V y D is gener-1 1
ated by the loop g around D . We may assume that g is a loop inside E1 1 1
 .  ..around the point E l D . Note also that p V y D l V y D is now1 1 1 2
generated by g . Now applying Van Kampen's theorem, we see that1
 .  .p V j V y D is isomorphic to p V y D . By Van Kampen's theorem1 1 2 1 2
 .and Mumford's presentation, p V y D is isomorphic to a factor group1 2
 .of the local fundamental group at the singular point f B q ??? qB1 s
which is cyclic of order 4 s. Thus the claim follows.
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.3 and also the proof of
Theorem 2.
Now we shall prove Corollaries 1 and 2 in the Introduction. Clearly,
Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 1.8.
Let T be the canonical double covering of the surface S Remark 3 to
.Theorem 1 in the Introduction . We know that the Picard number of a
 .smooth K3 surface is bounded by 20. So the sum of the orders of local
fundamental groups at all singualr points on the K3 surface T with at
 .worst cyclic rational double singular points is bounded by 19 q a Sing T
 . y1 .  .  .Lemma 1.3 . Moreover, Sing T s p Sing S and a Sing T s a Sing S
 .F 10 Lemma 1.3 .
The following is a bound from below for this sum.
COROLLARY 3. Let S be as in Theorem 2 which is stated in the Introduc-
 .tion. Suppose that p S y Sing S / Zr2Z, i.e., the canonical double co¨er-1
ing T is not the completion of the uni¨ ersal co¨ering of S y Sing S. Then the
sum of the orders of local fundamental groups at all singular points on S resp.
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.  .   ..on T is at least 48 pr p q 1 resp. 24 pr p q 1 for some prime di¨ isor p
<  . <of p T y Sing T .1
Proof. Let S be as in Corollary 3. Let p : T ª S be the canonical
 .Galois double covering. Then p T y Sing T is normal of index 2 in1
 .  .p S y Sing S . Suppose p S y Sing S / Zr2Z, i.e., T y Sing T is not1 1
 .simply connected. Since p S y Sing S is finite soluble, its subgroup1
 .H [ p T y Sing T is also finite soluble. Hence H contains a normal1
subgroup of index equal to a prime number p by applying the fundamental
w xtheorem for finite abelian group to Hr H, H if necessary. So we have a
corresponding Galois ZrpZ-covering h: V ª T unramified over T y
Sing T for a normal surface V.
Since T is a K3 surface with at worst cyclic rational double singular
 .points Lemma 1.3 , we can apply Lemma 1.6. So Corollary 3 follows.
y1 .Indeed, Sing T s p Sing S , and if s is a singular point on S, theni
y1 .t [ p s is a single singular point such that the local fundamentali i
 .group at t is a subgroup of index 2 in that at s Lemma 1.3 .i i
Corollary 2 in the Introduction now follows from the above Corollary 3
y1 .and Lemma 1.3. Indeed, note that Sing T s p Sing S , and if s g Sing S,i
y1 .then t [ p s is a singularity on T of Dynkin type A for somei i 2 ny1
 .  .  .n G 1 Lemma 1.3 . Note also that the hypothesis )) or ))9 is
automatically satisfied when S has only one singular point.
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